2012 – 2015 TACOMA LED FOG MOUNT

1

Remove The Factory Fog Lights

First remove the bulb, grab it and turn it left until it stops, then pull it
out. Now you have access to the connection. Undo the wire harness by
lifting the tab and pulling. Now you will need a short philips head screw
driver. There are two short screws located on the outside of the factory
fog light. Remove these screws. The light will now pivot in and slide out.

After the light is out of the way you need to remove one blue clip. Using
a flat head screw driver push the plastic clip in the center down while
pulling the clip out. Now you are able to remove the outer trim piece.
Simply give it a tug and it will pull outward and slide out.
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LED Prep

If you have the plug and play harness you need to connect it to the LED.
When holding the factory harness in hand with the fin on the bottom,
the left side is the power and the right side is the ground. Orient your
harness to this and connect the red lead on your LED to the power and
black to ground. Once the harness is connected you are ready to install
the LED in the mount.

3

Install The LED In The Mount

With most pods there is a small bag of hardware. You will only need the
two small bolts and nuts. Insert the LED into the mount, making sure
any branding is in the up position (the bolt on the mount is the bottom).
Once the LED is slid into place, drop a nut into the self-holding mounts
in the LED. Then take the bolt and thread it in. This best done holding
the LED horizontally. Repeat for both sides, position the LED, and then
tighten the bolts.
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4

Drill The Holes

The next step is to drill the mounting hole. Use a Sharpe or other
marking device and mark your hole. You want the hole to be centered
vertically next to the plastic rib on the inside of the cutout. Horizontally
you want the hole to be right next to, but not touching the rib. The hole
needs to be 3/8” diameter. Be careful not to push to hard, this is plastic
and should be drilled nice and easy.

5

Install The Mount

Now the mount is ready for install. Feed the wires through the hole and
then slowly insert the mount. Insert the two tabs into the bumper then
the 3/8” bolt will go through the new hole you drilled. Feed the bolt
through the hole and then push the mount into place.

6

Final Pieces

Once the mount is pushed in all the way, take the included washer and
lock nut and install them onto the mount. Grab a deep socket 9/16 and
tighten them down until they are snug against the plastic mount. Plug in
your harness and flip on your switch, because you are done!

